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RT-PCR corona (test) scam

Symptomatic people are tested for one and only one respiratory virus. This means

that other acute respiratory infections are reclassified as
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...indication, first of all that testing for a (single) respiratory virus is done outside of surveillance systems or need for

specific therapy, but even so the lack of consideration of Ct, symptoms and clinical findings when interpreting its

result. https://t.co/gHH6kwRdZG

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) October 22, 2020
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It is tested exquisitely with a hypersensitive non-specific RT-PCR test / Ct >35 (>30 is nonsense, >35 is madness), without

considering Ct and clinical context. This means that more acute respiratory infections are reclassified as COVID.

https://t.co/VSIB2iL2OV
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The neither validated nor standardised hypersensitive RT-PCR test / Ct 35-45 for SARS-CoV-2 is abused to mislabel

(also) other diseases, especially influenza, as COVID-19.https://t.co/AkFIfTCTkS

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) October 22, 2020
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The Drosten RT-PCR test is fabricated in a way that each country and laboratory perform it differently at too high Ct and that

the high rate of false positives increases massively due to cross-reaction with other (corona) viruses in the "flu season".

https://t.co/jf2WfzwQ45
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External peer review of the RTPCR test to detect SARS-CoV-2 reveals 10 major scientific flaws at the molecular and

methodological level: consequences for false positive results.https://t.co/mbNY8bdw1p pic.twitter.com/OQBD4grMth

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) November 29, 2020
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Even asymptomatic, previously called healthy, people are tested (en masse) in this way, although there is no

epidemiologically relevant asymptomatic transmission. This means that even healthy people are declared as COVID

patients.

https://t.co/Z24snyw6by

Thread web\u2b06\ufe0f\u2b07\ufe0f

The fabrication of the "asymptomatic (super) spreader" is the coronation of the total nons(ci)ense in the belief system

of #CoronasWitnesses.

Asymptomatic transmission 0.7%; 95% CI 0%-4.9% - could well be 0%!https://t.co/VeZTzxXfvT

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) December 16, 2020
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Deaths within 28 days after a positive RT-PCR test from whatever cause are designated as deaths WITH COVID. This

means that other causes of death are reclassified as COVID.

https://t.co/k2xzmRCQSR
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By the way, who the f*** created this obviously (almost) worldwide definition of #CoronaDeath?

This is not only medical malpractice, this is utterly insane!https://t.co/FFsTx4L2mw

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) March 24, 2020
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Testing is not done for two or better three genes, but for one only, the E gene. This means that the already low specificity is

further reduced, which inflates the number of cases and the positivity rate.

https://t.co/GNz1sgAEvY

Surprise, surprise!

After the end of the first(?) SARS-CoV-2 season in 04/20 it became difficult to get "asymptomatic" false positive

"cases" even at high Ct, so the already low specificity had to be decreased and the already high cross reactivity had

to be increased even more. https://t.co/DkugmCFzPX pic.twitter.com/2SeW5qRJQB
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— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) February 25, 2021
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The number of RT-PCR tests is increased. This inflates the case numbers, the positivity rate does not change.

https://t.co/tPBDUKOaxo

There has never been an exponential growth of the number of people infected with SARS-CoV-2 but only an

exponential growth of the number of infected people who were tested.#SARSCoV2#COVID19https://t.co/Q63ydr8Cda

https://t.co/3SnX2XsFIc pic.twitter.com/bP0qDeS0zl

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) July 15, 2020
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Pre-selection of positive RT-PCR tests with antigen tests inflates RT-PCR case numbers and positivity rate.

https://t.co/9sLSJDUEmG

By pre-selecting positive RT-PCR tests with positive antigen tests, the positivity rate of RT-PCR tests increases

massively, thus allowing the government to scare the populace even more. https://t.co/7GganSiZef

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) February 10, 2021
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While all positive RT-PCR tests are reported, only negative RT-PCR tests performed in medical facilities are. This inflates

the positivity rate.

https://t.co/wzYrmo66xQ

The latest scam by the \U0001f1e8\U0001f1ed Federal Office of Public Health Fraud: While they report all positive

tests, they report negative tests from medical facilities only, so omit the negative test results from nursing homes,

schools, hotels and companies: The positivity rate explodes. \U0001f61c https://t.co/wyMbkthdeS

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) February 19, 2021
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Serial positive RT-PCR tests in the same person are reported seperately as new cases. This inflates the case numbers and

the positivity rate.

https://t.co/L5vetlw7uS

Serial positive RT-PCR tests in the same person are separately reported by the RKI (Robert Koch Institue) as "new

cases": Another one of the countless fraud schemes to inflate the "case numbers" - whether it is the same in

\U0001f1e8\U0001f1ed at the FOPH highly likely is a rhetorical question. https://t.co/b1K1ONdhp4

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) March 1, 2021
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In my universe, the public health authorities, the science task forces, and the governments are criminal organisations. They

must finally be deposed and condemned.

https://t.co/1b6LIV0KFO

If there was a pandemic, there would be a representative cohort in each country that would be regularly tested with

standardised validated tests. Neither exists. Rather, we are experiencing a virtual test pandemic for the purpose of

scaring the populace, in\U0001f1e8\U0001f1ed a criminal offence. https://t.co/Ug57Xo2Hjo

pic.twitter.com/n5ioCpzr2A

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) February 24, 2021
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Nobody shall ever blame me for not having explained it (also to him / her) back in March 2020.

https://t.co/ihgI5MOIy8

The test is the disease, not the virus!

During my entire life we have never tested for any cold virus except when specific therapy was needed.

Then came the sorcerer's apprentice @c_drosten with his test out of nowhere & turned everything topsy-turvy.

Now the fat is in the fire! https://t.co/whAZ7UM3mb pic.twitter.com/WqZ9A8QFXZ

— Dr. Thomas Binder, MD (@Thomas_Binder) March 25, 2020
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